Abstract. Coronal dimmings often develop in the vicinity of erupting magnetic configurations. It has been suggested that they mark the location of the footpoints of ejected flux ropes and, thus, their magnetic flux can be used as a proxy for the ejected flux. If so, this quantity can be compared to the flux in the associated interplanetary magnetic cloud (MC) to find clues about the origin of the ejected flux rope. In the context of this interpretation, we present several events for which we have done a comparative solar-interplanetary analysis. We combine SOHO/Extreme Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT) data and Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI) magnetic maps to identify and measure the flux in the dimmed regions. We model the associated MCs and compute their magnetic flux using in situ observations. We find that the magnetic fluxes in the dimmings and MCs are compatible in some events; though this is not the case for large-scale and intense eruptions that occur in regions that are not isolated from others. We conclude that, in these particular cases, a fraction of the dimmed regions can be formed by reconnection between the erupting field and the surrounding magnetic structures, via a stepping process that can also explain other CME associated events.
Introduction
The plasma and magnetic field ejected from the Sun by coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are later observed in the interplanetary (IP) medium as interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs). When certain characteristics are present (low plasma β, lower proton temperature and stronger magnetic field than in the ambient solar wind, exhibiting a smooth and significant rotation), ICMEs are called magnetic clouds (MCs) (Burlaga et al. 1981) . Several studies relating qualitatively and/or quantitatively MCs with their solar sources have been published in recent years (see the review by Démoulin 2007).
The two global MHD invariants used to link coronal to IP observations are the magnetic field helicity and flux. Magnetic helicity, at the solar level and in the IP medium, can be derived from observations combined with magnetic field models. At the solar level the ejected helicity can be estimated from the helicity decrease of the coronal field after an ejection, this value in general agrees with the helicity contained in the associated MC (see Mandrini et al. 2007 and references therein).
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Concerning the ejected magnetic flux, we have to use proper proxies to estimate it. Two solar proxies have been used so far. First, the photospheric flux of the dimming regions forming after CMEs (see Mandrini et al. 2007 and references therein) and, second, the one swept out by flare ribbons as they separate, moving away from the magnetic inversion line (see Qiu et al. 2007 and references therein). How do these features relate to the ejected flux? What can we learn from the comparison between the estimated ejected flux and the flux in the associated MC when considering both proxies?
In general, coronal dimmings are interpreted as density depletions caused by the eruption of an unstable magnetic configuration. The eruption leads to the expansion of magnetic loops and the evacuation of plasma along them into the IP space (Hudson et al. 1996) . Two dimmings (primary dimmings) are often seen to form on both sides of the erupting configuration. Two physical models have been proposed. In a first case, dimmings correspond to the footpoints of the ejected flux rope, as suggested by Webb et al. (2000) . In this context, the flux rope pre-exists in the corona and remains rooted in the dimming regions, as it expands out into the IP. The flux of the dimming regions is comparable to the flux in the axial magnetic field component of the MC in this case. In a second case, the arcade above the flux rope expands significantly before reconnecting (below the flux rope). Dimmings appear at the footpoints of the flux rope and also all along the footpoints of the sheared magnetic arcade. As reconnection proceeds, more flux is progressively added to the erupting flux tube (see next paragraph). In this second case, that corresponds to the theoretical two-dimensional model of Lin & Forbes (2000) , the flux in the dimming regions is comparable to the sum of the flux in the axial and azimuthal components of the MC. If the flux rope does not already exist in the corona in this second case, it will be formed during the reconnection process.
The magnetic flux swept out by flare ribbons, a proxy for the reconnected flux, can also be used, as follows (see Qiu et al. 2007) . In a classical flare model, magnetic reconnection occurs mainly below a pre-existing flux rope (see Lin & Forbes 2000 and references therein). The magnetic flux forming 'post'-flare loops is identical to the flux added to the pre-existing flux rope that will be observed in the IP space as an MC. Then, the flux in the azimuthal component of the MC field will be comparable (if the ejected flux rope was mostly formed by reconnection during the ejection) or larger (when the flux rope was present before ejection) than the flux swept out by flare ribbons.
The above discussion shows that the comparison of coronal and IP associated events can be used to constrain the CME mechanism; in particular, in relation to determining whether the ejected flux rope was pre-existing in the corona, or whether it formed during the eruption. In this paper we present an overview of examples previously analyzed (Section 2). These are: a minor eruptive event on 11 May 1998 (see Mandrini et al. 2005 , Paper I), a long duration C1.3 class flare and CME (see Attrill et al. 2006 , Paper II) on 12 May 1997, and the large X17 flare and CME on 28 October 2003 (see Mandrini et al. 2007, Paper III) . Comparison of these examples allows us to discuss under which circumstances either (i) the magnetic flux in the dimmings or (ii) the magnetic flux swept out by the flare ribbons, may be used as reliable proxies for the ejected flux (Section 3).
Overview of three events with different characteristics
The image on the left panel of Fig. 1 shows an elongated feature at disk center. This small, isolated, bipolar and non-numbered active region (AR) showed an eruptive nature during 11 May 1998. The largest event at 08:31 UT was accompanied by the elongation of the sigmoidal AR loops that later disappeared, EUV dimmings and cusp formation. The dimmings were located at both sides of the AR, lying partially over each polarity and extending into the nearby quiet Sun regions. Following the procedure discussed in Paper I, we found that the absolute value of the total net flux in each dimming was F dim = (13 ± 2) × 10 19 Mx, meaning that the flux in these primary dimmings was balanced. Analyzing in situ data from the Wind satellite, we were able to identify the resulting tiny MC. We modeled the magnetic data using a cylindrical linear force-free static model (see Paper I) and determined the axial (F z,cloud ) and azimuthal (F y,cloud ) fluxes, considering a cloud length constrained by solar and IP observations. These values were: F z,cloud = 1.3 × 10 19 Mx and 10 × 10 19 Mx F y,cloud 20 × 10 19 Mx. We proceeded in a similar way for the event shown in the right panel of Fig. 1 . AR8038, which was mainly bipolar, was the only region on the solar disk at that time. A long duration C1.3 flare started at 04:42 UT, it was accompanied by a filament eruption, CME, coronal wave and dimmings (see Paper II and references therein). Two main dimmings were present at both sides of the AR lying again partially over the AR polarities and quiet Sun regions. Defining the dimming boundaries as discussed in Paper II, we computed a net flux of F dim = (21 ± 7) × 10 20 Mx for the southern-most dimming at its maximum extension (the southern-most dimming was identified as the sole remaining footpoint of the erupted flux rope, since during the eruption the northern-most edge of the flux rope underwent an interchange reconnection with the north polar coronal hole, transferring its connectivity from the Sun to the interplanetary magnetic field). The MC associated to this eruption was observed by Wind. We modeled the magnetic data using three different cylindrical and static models (see Paper II) and found an axial MC flux F z,cloud = (4.8 ± 0.8) × 10 20 Mx and an azimuthal MC flux F y,cloud = (17 ± 8) × 10 20 Mx, taking a length constrained by solar and IP observations.
One of the largest "Halloween" events was the X17 flare on 28 October 2003 in AR 10486. These events occurred just after solar maximum when the Sun's field was highly complex (Fig. 2, right panel) . The X17 flare was accompanied by a filament eruption, CME, coronal EIT and Moreton waves and very extended dimmings (Fig. 2, left panel) . Following the method discussed in Paper III, we found for the signed net flux in the numbered dimmings:
Mx, and F dim4 = −7.0 × 10 21 Mx. We noticed that none of the dimmed regions lay on the AR main polarities. Though two main dimming regions were located to the west and two to the east of the AR, the net flux was dominantly negative on either side. Therefore, these dimmings were not of the same kind as the ones found in the previous examples. We concluded that primary dimmings were not observed in this case. This happened because the major energy release during the flare was followed by strong chromospheric evaporation and formation of dense and bright loops that make the primary dimmings unobservable. Therefore, the observed distant and extended dimmings must be secondary; these dimmings can be formed by a process illustrated in Fig. 3 , as follows. The expanding CME loops reconnect with favorably oriented loops to the west and east. This reconnection process creates two new sets of connectivities: small loops (that become bright due to evaporation) and large-scale loops belonging to the eruptive configuration with displaced footpoints. Dimmings are expected to be associated with these long loops as the plasma expands to fill a larger volume. The MC associated with this event was in strong expansion, so, we modeled its magnetic field using two expansion Figure 3 . The expanding CME magnetic configuration (a) and its interaction (b) with the surrounding bipoles and ARs resulting in the spread of dimmings (same mechanism proposed by Attrill et al. 2007, see text 16 × 10 21 Mx. Following our discussion on the formation of the dimmings for this event via secondary reconnections with the surrounding fields, it is therefore not possible to directly compare the flux in the MC to the flux in the dimmings. Qiu et al. (2007) have computed the flux swept out by flare ribbons for this event and found a value of (18.8 ± 1.8) × 10 21 Mx, which is in good agreement with the total MC flux.
Discussion and conclusions
In summary, in the three analyzed examples either the magnetic flux in the dimming regions or the one swept out by flare ribbons was found to be compatible primarily with the azimuthal MC flux. This indicates that the ejected rope was mostly formed by magnetic reconnection during the eruption process. Qiu et al. (2007) found a different result concerning the flux in coronal dimming regions. These authors concluded that the flux in dimming regions is comparable in order of magnitude to the axial MC flux. However, in the common studied case, the 28 October 2003 X17 flare and CME, we have shown that the observed extended dimmings are secondary. The formation of these secondary dimmings can be explained via a stepping reconnection process, similar to the mechanism proposed by Attrill et al. (2007) for the bright front and diffuse leading edge of coronal waves. Although magnetic reconnection conserves magnetic flux, one cannot be sure how much of the magnetic flux in the secondary dimmings became part of the CME; therefore, these secondary dimming areas do not provide a proper proxy for magnetic flux measurements to be compared with interplanetary data. In fact, a detailed study of each event should be done before comparing the magnetic flux in dimmings to that of the associated MC.
Magnetic flux in coronal dimmings is a reliable proxy for the ejected flux in minor events (i.e. low X-class flares) that occur far from other flux concentrations. In these cases, primary dimmings may be observed. Furthermore, in such cases coronal dimmings can be the only useful proxy since it may not be possible to observe the evolution of flare ribbons or kernels. For large and very intense events, the flux swept out by flare ribbons is a more reliable proxy. We conclude that the most reliable solar proxy for the magnetic flux involved in an ejection depends upon the particular characteristics of the analyzed event.
